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Grainne Hamilton

Fab day in store at @RSCScotland #scotBUG Open Education event with @LornaMCampbell @morageyrie @mhawksey @joecar @johnatcollege #rscopen

4 YEARS AGO

Great venue for the Open Education event today at the Informatics Forum, University of Edinburgh #rscopen pic.twitter.com/8rhSYF7obm

GRAINNE HAMILTON @GRAINNEHAMILTON · 4 YEARS AGO

University of Edinburgh Informatics Forum
Great turnout for #RSCopen today in Edinburgh!

@LornaMCampbell discussing the importance of open education policy at @RSCScotland Open Ed event #rscopen

@joecar talking about Open Scotland & asking are you willing to share? #openscot #rscopen
Useful open education in Scotland information available at openscot.wordpress.com #rscopen

@joecar encouraging educators to share and talking about benefits of open education #rscopen
@joecar calling for changing mindsets around open education #rscopen pic.twitter.com/q2X0ABxRy3

Gerry Dougan
#rscopen Joe Wilson - lets get on with developing an OER model!

Grainne Hamilton
'There’s a real strength in Scottish education..dedicated teaching staff..by opening up they can shine out for learning' @joecar #rscopen
Where have I seen that guy before? @mhawksey talking about Moocs #rscopen pic.twitter.com/3LuUhxR4wL

LORNA M. CAMPBELL @LORNAMCAMPBELL · 4 YEARS AGO

@mhawksey from #ALT commenting on danger of getting stuck in the way we do things, importance of innovating but not forgetting past #rscopen

Grainne Hamilton @grainnehamilton

4 YEARS AGO

Made it to Edinburgh. Now listening to @mhawksey talking very knowledgeably about MOOCs and OcTEL at #rscopen

Linda Creanor @lcreanor

4 YEARS AGO
@mhawksey talking about #MOOCs, bottlenecks and Doug Engelbart, screen sharing in 1968 at Open Ed event. #rscopen pic.twitter.com/lCvXm14zJZ

@LornaMCampbell

.@mhawksey travelling back in time to demo screen sharing & video conferencing from 1968. Always suspected he was a TimeLord! #rscopen

@LornaMCampbell

.@mhawksey Making the point that we get stuck in particular ways of doing things - Dogma sux! #rscopen

@LornaMCampbell

.@mhawksey students have specific expectations & can be very resistant to change. Educators too. #rscopen
#MOOCs = Massive Open Online Courses? - every letter is negotiable @mhawksey #rscopen pic.twitter.com/SwHZY4lZLk

GRAINNE HAMILTON @GRAINNEHAMILTON · 4 YEARS AGO

CILIPScotland @CILIPScotland

Massive Open Online Courses, all letters in MOOC are negotiable - Martin Hawksey #rscopen

4 YEARS AGO
@mhawksey Moocs as a service #rscopen pic.twitter.com/7KI0qYM65y

LORNA M. CAMPBELL @LORNAMCAMPBELL · 4 YEARS AGO

@mhawksey platform as a service, which might be used as a mooc. #rscopen pic.twitter.com/7Sv0MkLVmu

LORNA M. CAMPBELL @LORNAMCAMPBELL · 4 YEARS AGO
@mhawksey going through #MOOC platforms inc open source ones edX Xblock and Google course-builder #rscopen pic.twitter.com/cdSdM2mUOS

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

. @mhawksey bespoke open mooc platforms such as Google course builder can be very complex & hard to get started #rscopen

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

. @Jonathan_Worth getting a shout out from @mhawksey at #rscopen
@mhawksey describing building on Wordpress to aggregate content in #ALT #ocTEL #MOOC #rscopen pic.twitter.com/osogSuCEhS

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

.@mhawksey neatly sidestepping issue of #octel mooc completion rates - "I don't think that's relevant, feel free to disagree" #rscopen

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

.@mhawksey talking about #phonar now #rscopen
@mhawksey Open tech toolbox. #rscopen pic.twitter.com/ty8ML3crTY

Lorna M. Campbell @LornaMCampbell · 4 YEARS AGO

@mhawksey Open or closed is not a binary thing, but there are huge benefit to moving towards more openness. #rscopen

4 YEARS AGO

Linda Creanor @lcreanor

'Openness is feeling warm inside' - a new take from @mhawksey at #rscopen

4 YEARS AGO
@mhawksey 'we should ride the waves to a more open, more relevant style of education'. Hear, hear! #rscopen pic.twitter.com/08CzTMnGPN

David Kernohan
@dkernohan

@mhawksey should get more keynotes. This is unarguable #rscopen

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Noticing that @mhawksey's slides use Xpert attributed images nottingham.ac.uk/xpert/attribut... #rscopen

JISC RSC Scotland
@RSCScotland

Garry Cameron talking about Re:Source OER repository and need to win hearts and minds to using and dev'ing OERs #rscopen
Garry Cameron calling for clear statement on open educational resources from Scottish Government #rscopen

ScotGovt need a decisive stance on OER...think the #indyplan is on everyone's mind today! #rscopen @RSCScotland

Hearing about open repositories from the College Development Network - Re-source - #rscopen

#rscopen very heartened to hear support for #oer from Scotland's colleges and wish for govt policy in this area hope folks are listening
Gerry Cameron - Scotland's Colleges committed to releasing resources under Creative Commons licences #rscopen

Joe Wilson @joecar
#rscopen the open platform is here and could be used by many across education policy drivers needed! resource.blogs.scotcol.ac.uk

Gordon McLeod @LearnTribe
Quite excited to hear about shared #oer work of college development network. Pity it's only for FE college sector #rscopen

Donald Maclean @dmaclean2010
#rscopen #Re:Source. Populating. Who's first? Maybe #SQA??

Penny Robertson @PennyRobertson
@RSCScotland collaborate in the Re:Source project with @CollegesScot #rscopen working on a way forward together :)

CILIPScotland @CILIPScotland
Librarians have a crucial role to play in developing open repositories within Scotland's colleges #rscopen
Jackie Graham demoing the Re:Source FE OER repository resourceshare.ac.uk #rscopen pic.twitter.com/TkMdqmrk6R

Linda Creanor @lcreanor

Attractive front page for Re:Source open repository for Scottish FE colleges at resourceshare.ac.uk #rscopen

Tom_MacMaster @Tom_MacMaster

Looking at FE teaching resources available to sector on Re:source.#rscopen
@morageyrie talking about #Jorum as a trusted repository of #OERs jorum.ac.uk #rscopen pic.twitter.com/Axuaz11NYt

GRAINNE HAMILTON · @GRAINNEHAMILTON · 4 YEARS AGO

@morageyrie now talking about new #jorum developments #rscopen pic.twitter.com/tdqEDBqSN7

LORNA M. CAMPBELL · @LORNAMCAMPBELL · 4 YEARS AGO
Joe Wilson
@joecar

@morageyrie #rscopen giving great update on what is coming down the pipe from jorum.ac.uk more and more sites jorum powered

4 YEARS AGO

Penny Robertson

@morageyrie discussing the bonny bells and whistles of @JorumTeam services at #rscopen @RSCScotland

4 YEARS AGO

Linda Creanor
@lcreanor

Hearing from Sarah Currier about how uni of Leeds is sharing OERs using Jorum at #rscopen

4 YEARS AGO

Linda Creanor
@lcreanor

Encouragement for colleagues in Scotland to get involved with Jorum and their #loveOER project #rscopen

4 YEARS AGO

waltatek

@joecar encourages uploading of resources to add to existing material on Re:Source #rscopen

4 YEARS AGO

Simon Booth
@spb001

#rscopen Does Jorum API allow Noodle/Blackboard integrations? Should do

4 YEARS AGO

Joe Wilson
@joecar

#rscopen great input why can’t schools in Scotland upload and share resources in Re-Source really question for @EducationScot

4 YEARS AGO
Gordon McLeod @LearnTribe

Wonder if #oer sectoral boundaries are more perceptual barrier because of language used to define who they are for? #rscopen

Joe Wilson @joecar

#rscopen free poll tool from blackboard polls.bb Took bill gates 20 years to open up Fineman lectures we need to work at #oer

Grainne Hamilton @grainnehamilton

@jules_u on the potential of OERs but can be hard to find, how do you evaluate, deliver, link to curric, inc assessments? #rscopen

Martin Hawksey @mhawksey

A new OER search engine (open source) solvonauts.org (with #moodle plugin) #rscopen Release notes jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/webadm...

Graham Steel @McDawg

Lots of shout-out's about @creativecommons and reuse at #rscopen - neato.

Grainne Hamilton @grainnehamilton

@jules_u on the potential of OERs but can be hard to find, how do you evaluate, deliver, link to curric, inc assessments? #rscopen
One last tweet before battery goes. Blackboard talking about their forthcoming OER repository. Hmmmm..... #rscopen pic.twitter.com/rYkbYpcUuR

LORNA M. CAMPBELL @LORNAMCAMPBELL · 4 YEARS AGO

Donald Maclean @dmaclean2010

#rscopen #blackboard #xplor demo. Cloud oer content. Branded with #socialmedia tools. Cross platform.

4 YEARS AGO

Grainne Hamilton @grainnehamilton

@jules_u Creative Commons is baked into Blackboard Xplor repository so content exported can be CC licensed #rscopen

4 YEARS AGO

waltatek @waltatek

#rscopen exciting demo of how xpLor pulls OERs directly into a blackboard course. Supports discovery too

4 YEARS AGO
Blackboard xpLor #rscopen pic.twitter.com/CO7TrNLnjL

@LORNAMCAMPBELL · 4 YEARS AGO

Joe Wilson
@joecar

#rscopen free poll tool from blackboard polls.bb Took bill gates 20 years to open up Fineman lectures we need to work at #oer

@joecar · 4 YEARS AGO

CILIPScotland
@CILIPSotland

Introduction to open badges at #rscopen from @grainnehamilton. Open badges are a form of digital accreditation you can display online.

@CILIPSotland · 4 YEARS AGO
Penny Robertson
@PennyRobertson
@grainnehamilton the image conveys more than you think in open badges #rscopen
@RSCScotland

CILIPScotland
@CILIPScotland

When you display an open badge on your site/blog/linkedin/social media it can be clicked to view more info about how it was gained #rscopen

Tom_MacMaster
@Tom_MacMaster

Check out OBSEG group hosted by JISC for info on open badges in Scottish education. #rscopen

CILIPScotland
@CILIPScotland

Open Badges use in Scotland being looked at by Open Badges in Scottish Education Group, more info rsc-scotland.org/eassessment/20... #rscopen
Julie Usher
@jules_u

Nice analogy, badges are like coats of arms, images that contain information & have meaning beyond the visual @grainnehamilton #rscopen

waltatek
waltatek

#rscopen @grainnehamilton gives some great quotes from users of Open Badges

CILIPSScotland
@CILIPSScotland

Open Badges incentivise informal, formal and work based education and break learning into manageable chunks openbadges.org #rscopen

waltatek
waltatek

#rscopen @grainnehamilton talks about value of open badges in student motivation
Badges being issued by JISC RSC Scotland #rscopen pic.twitter.com/hPD7ua9CIk

Julie Usher talking about Blackboards use of badges #rscopen pic.twitter.com/rrIo21ciqN
@jules_u #rscopen stretches out the concept of motivation as applied to open badges

@julie_u talking about where #openbadges could fit in 'traditional' ed and demoing issuing via Blackboard #rscopen pic.twitter.com/Ijs5TppvLL

@OpenBadges can be linked easily to VLEs such as @moodle and @Blackboard #rscopen

Interesting presentation and demo from Julie Usher of Blackboard about embedding open badges in Blackboard modules #rscopen
In terms of open badges and traditional accreditation, it's not a case of either/or it's a case of both/and. #rscopen

Carla Casilli's blog has lots on planning your badge 'ecosystem': carlacasilli.wordpress.com #rscopen

Free tools are available for creating badge images - I used this one: openbadges.me #rscopen

Looks dead easy to issue open badges using Moodle. #rscopen

Thinking about open badges and remembering getting my homemakers badge in the guides - for ironing a man's shirt! #thosewerethedays #rscopen

Plenary Panel
Thanks to everyone at #rscopen for a really enjoyable and informative event in Edinburgh today.

Updated post from yesterdays excellent @RSCScotland #rscopen event with embedded searchable twitter timeline mashe.hawksey.info/2013/11/presen...

View @LornaMCampbell's presentation from the @RSCScotland Open Education event here slideshare.net/LornaMCampbell... #rscopen
Open Scotland: Opening up education in Scotland

Lorna M. Campbell & Joe Wilson

Grainne Hamilton
@grainnehamilton

View @mhawksey’s presentation from the @RSCScotland Open Education event here mashe.hawksey.info/2013/11/presen... #rscopen

4 YEARS AGO

[Presentation] Taking on the dogmatic approach to education with a bit of ‘reclaim open digital connectedness’

It seems that the only blog posts I write recently are about presentations ... My latest outing is to the Jisc RSC Scotland ‘Open Educati...

MARTIN HAWKSEY

Grainne Hamilton
@grainnehamilton

View Jackie Graham and Garry Cameron’s pres on open repositories at the @RSCScotland Open Education event slideshare.net/rsescotland/op... #rscopen

4 YEARS AGO
Open Repositories: Re...
My presentation on #openbadges at the @RSCScotland Open Education event can be found here slideshare.net/rscscotland/op... #rscopen

View images from the Open Education event on the @RSCScotland flickr account - Open Education flic.kr/s/aHsjNbGY8Y #rscopen